Econ 21410 - Problem Set V
Selection Part II∗

May 1, 2014

This homework should be done in LaTeX The homework will be graded on correctness, but will
also heavily weight clarity and professionalism. Its better to not do some of the harder parts
than to turn in an incomprehensible document. Your R script as well as a log-file should be
submitted. Alternatively, use knitr to print your code inline in your latex document.
SUBMISSION: The homework must be emailed to Oliver and myself by 2p.m. Monday, May
5th. The email must include a pdf with the filename lastname pset5.pdf and R code called
lastname pset5 code.R where “lastname” should be replaced with your last name. The subject
of your email should be [ECON 21410: pset5 submission]
If you are struggling, please use the github page to ask for help!* Remember that asking and
answering questions on our github page, coming to office hours to ask questions, and contributing
to the class wiki are all worth participation credit, which is 10% of your grade in this class.
In this homework we will be estimating selection-corrected regressions on real data. We will
use a pre-packaged function, build our own two-step estimator. and our own semi-parametric
estimator.

Building a data set
1. Go to usa.ipums.org and click on “Select Data”.
2. First, click on “Change Sample” and select only the 2012 ACS (not the 3 or 5 year) and
click “submit sample selection”.
3. Now navigate the variable selection menu and select AGE, NCHILD, NCHLT5, SEX,
MARST, RACE, EDUC, EMPSTAT, WKSWORK2, UHRSWORK, and INCWAGE.
4. Once selected click “View Cart”, then “Create data extract”. The data set will be really
large, but we can make it a bit smaller right away by next clicking on “Select cases” and
check “AGE” and “SEX” and click “submit”. Select ages 25 - 55 and select females and
click “Submit”.
5. Next, select “change” in the “Data format” row, in the new screen select “Comma Delimited”
and click and click “Submit.
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Please email johneric@uchicago.edu and obrowne@uchicago.edu if you have questions.
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6. Finally, click “Submit extract”. At this point you will need to wait until ipums emails you
that your data is ready.
7. At some point it will ask you to log-in / sign up. Go ahead and make an account, it only
takes a couple of minutes.
8. When you get your email download your data as well as the codebooks/documentation!
This is going to be a pretty large data set (over 100MB), so avoid adding additional variables or
making multiple copies.

Getting started
1. Read the data in to R (hint, use the “Import Dataset” button under the “Environment”
tab. Make sure to include headers)
2. WKSWORK2 is an indicator variable for ranges of weeks worked. Construct a new variable
called “wks” that has the same number of values, but has values equal to the middle of
each bin (for example, equal to 48.5 if WKSWORK2==5).
3. Make a histogram of INCWAGE. What is funny about it (hint, read the documentation
available with your download)? For now, set the problematic cases equal to NA (UPDATE:
I have been told that once you select down to the stated sample that you no longer have
topcoded observations. If this is the case, just make note of this.)
4. Using “RACE”, construct a variable called “white” which is equal to 1 if the individual
is white and 0 otherwise (we call such binary variables dummy variables). Make another
dummy variable for if the individual is black.
5. If you did not select ages 25-55 when downloading your data, drop all ages less than 25
and greater than 55. Similarly drop all males if they are included.
6. Using MARST construct a dummy variable for if the individual is currently married called
“married” and a dummy variable for if the individual was ever previously married (so
divorced, widowed, separated, etc) called “wasmarried”.
7. Using WAGEINC, “wks” and UHRSWORK to construct our best guess and individual’s
hourly wages. Also construct log hourly wages. These two variables will have many
“NaN”, “Inf”, and “-Inf” values. Set these all equal to “NA”(hint: is.na(acs$hrw) =
is.nan(acs$hrw) ).
8. Make a histogram of your hourly wage variable. What are the smallest (non-zero) and
largest hourly wages you find?
9. Make a dummy variable called “emp” which is equal to 1 if EMPSTAT==1, and equal to
0 if EMPSTAT==2 or EMPSTAT==3. Set this variable equal to “NA” if EMPSTAT==0.
Read the documentation and explain how we should interpret the “emp” variable (1
sentence).
10. Create acs$f Emp = f actor(EM P ST AT ). This is a variable of class “factor” which we
will discuss in class.
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Selection Correction
The original Heckman 1976 and 1979 papers considered women’s labor supply. The Z, or
“exclusion restrictions” were variables related to marriage and the household such as marital
status, number of children, and number of young children. We will use number of children and
number of children less than 5 as our Z.

Using a pre-written package
1. Run a regression of Log wages on the education factor, age, age2 , white, black, married,
and was married. Make a table and discuss your results (2-4 sentences). Why do I ask you
to include both age and age squared (1-2 sentences)?
2. Run a probit regression of emp on the education factor, age, age2 , white, black, married,
was married, number of children, and number of children under 5. Make a table and
discuss your results (2-4 sentences.)
3. Using the package “sampleSelection”, use the command “heckit()” to run the 2-step
heckman selection procedure discussed in class. Your selection equation should be the
same equation as used in your probit above. Your outcome equation should be the same as
the one used in the regression above. Make a table of the results. How do your coefficients
in your outcome equation differ from those in your linear regression above? Are the
coefficients you get from the “selection” stage the same as the ones you get in the probit
above?
4. Do you think the number of children and the number of children under age 5 are valid
exclusion restrictions? Why or why not?

The two-step procedure by hand
Now we will build our own two-step selection correction estimates.
1. In words explain the steps to estimating the heckman selection correction when we assume
normality.
2. Write down the equation for the inverse-mills ratio for working women.
3. Using the saved output of your probit model above to extract Xβ + Zα for each individual.
4. Estimate the inverse-mills ratio for each individual.
5. Run your regression from above, but include the inverse-mills ratio as a regressor. Do
you get the same point estimates on your other coefficents as the heckit command above?
What about standard errors? Why are the standard errors you get here incorrect. Make a
table of your regression results.
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Relaxing the normality assumption.
1. In words explain the steps to estimating the heckman selection proceedure when we use a
polynomial of the probability of being employed rather than the inverse-mills ratio.
2. Estimate a probit with the same regressors as the probit above, but fully interacted
(warning, this may take several minutes to run on your computer). Explain the risk of
over-fitting and how we may go about choosing the number of parameters to estimate in a
smarter way than we just did.
3. Extract the probabilities from your probit (the fitted values). Make a histogram.
4. Run the original regression above, but include the probabilities directly. First include the
probability, then add a 2nd and 3rd order term (i.e., squared and cubed), then add the
4th-10th ordered term. Make a table of the coefficients for these three regressions.
5. How do the coefficients on your education categories, race dummies, marriage dummies,
age, and age squared change as you increase the length oft he polynomial of probabilities
above?
6. How do the coefficients on your education categories, race dummies, marriage dummies,
age, and age squared compare to the coefficients from the “heckit()” command above
which assumed normality?
7. Would you say the differences between “lm()”, “heckit()”, and your semi-parametric
approach are economically meaningful?

Side Projects
• Program some or all of this assignment in C++ using Rcpp or in Julia (up to 4 points).
• Program some or all of assignment 2 or 3 in C++ using Rcpp or in Julia (up to 5 points,
raising the reward since we had no takers!).
• If you scored lower than 70 on one of your first 3 assignments, write a 2-3 page report
documenting was wrong with your code, using the solutions fix your code so that is works
properly. (up to 3 points each).
• Write a guide on the class wiki about how to work with NA, NaN, Inf values in R. Provide
examples and discussion (up to 1.5 points for up to 3 people).
• Write down 3 research ideas. For each explain the idea in 4-10 sentences. Write 1-4
sentences on why it is interesting, write 1-4 sentences on what data you would use, write
1-4 sentences on what methods it would use. These ideas can be very rough. If you would
like feedback on one or all of them, let us know (up to 1 point each).
• Find a paper that applies a selection correction method to data and write a 1-3 page report
on it (up to 2.5 points).
• Find 2-3 news articles where the author is not taking selection into account. Discuss how
this may bias results (up to 2.5 points)
• Write a guide for using stargazer or texreg to make latex tables on the wiki. Include
examples (1.5 points for up to 3 people for both stargazer and texreg).
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